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ABSTRACT Managing transmission congestion had been a major problem with growing competition in
the power networks. Accordingly, competitiveness emerges through the network’s reconfiguration and the
proliferation of secondary facilities. Congestion of transmission lines is a critical issue, and their regulation
poses a technical challenge as the power system is deregulated. Therefore, the present research illustrates a
multi-objective strategy for reaching the optimal capabilities of distributed generators (DG) like wind power
plants and geothermal power-producing plants to alleviate congestion throughout the transmission network.
Goals such as congestionmanagement during power delivery, power loss reduction, power flow improvement
with the enhancement of voltage profile, and investment expenditure minimization are considered to boost
the network’s technological and economic reliability. The congestion management is achieved using the
locational marginal price (LMP) and calculation of transmission congestion cost (TCC) for the optimal
location of DG. After identification of congested lines, DG is optimally sized by particle swarm optimization
(PSO) and a newly proposed technique that combines the features of modified IL-SHADE and PSO called
hybrid swarm optimization (HSO)which employs linear population size reduction techniquewhich improves
its performance greatly by reducing the population size by elimination of least fit individuals at every
generation giving far better results than those obtained with PSO. In addition, optimal rescheduling of
generations from generators has been done to fulfill the load demand resulting in alleviation of congested
lines thereby enhancing the performance of the network under investigation. Furthermore, the performance of
the proposed methodology of HSO and PSO has been tested successfully on standard benchmark IEEE-30 &
IEEE-57 bus configurations in a MATLAB environment with the application of MATPOWER power system
package.

INDEX TERMS Distributed generator, locational marginal price, particle swarm optimization, hybrid swarm
optimization, congestion.

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Barbara Guidi .

I. INTRODUCTION
Energy grids are growing more diverse due to national grid
interconnections, deregulation of its total energy sector, and
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rising energy consumption. Therefore, utility companies are
finding ways to allow greater use of their current transmission
networks. There could be congestion or overload through
one or many other transmission lines owing to the commu-
nication gap between energy generation and transmission
serving companies and even as a consequence of unforeseen
exigencies like outages triggered by development, the rapid
rise in connected load, and sometimes equipment breakdown.
Managing transmission congestion seems to have been a
major problem with enhanced competition in the power net-
works. A competitive spirit arises through the consolidation
of networks and the growth of peripheral facilities. Optimized
power flow through redistribution of generation is indeed an
effective approach for greater use of the current network.
Rescheduling of generators and dropping off loads were
introduced as control acts to relieve congestion in network
lines. Under this perspective, to find the right approach,
a strategy focused on local optimization is deployed [1].
Furthermore, the sensitivity of any overloaded sections due to
power injection at any bus is often regarded as consistent with
the earlier frameworks [2]. Similarly, the locational marginal
pricing (LMP) approach is used to optimally place and scale
distributed power production for power pools in energy sector
markets [3]. The LMP is also being used for zonal congestion
management which focuses on real and practical congestion
delivery variables [4].

Similar numerous approaches are explored in the litera-
ture on congestion control in transmission networks [5]–[8].
As there is a strong rivalry in the energy markets, mostly
demand-side regulation is favored rather than supply-side
control for the management of transmission congestion [9].
In this way, in order to boost the stability and efficiency of
the power grid, supplementary utilities are introduced into the
present dynamic energy market [10]. A number of scientific
investigations show the usage of DGs in delivery networks to
increase voltage and reduction of actual power losses, thereby
enhancing network output. Solutions based on soft computing
approaches are implemented with single and multi-objective
functions to achieve the desired capabilities concurrently
in order to achieve targets such as improvement in power
flows, reducing losses, voltage enhancement, and operational
costs [11]. Such a hybrid technique based on PSO has been
used to reduce the loadability of the system to achieve the
optimum position and sizing of DGs for the network under
inspection [12]. A network reconfiguration process along
with integration byDG is implemented in [13] while a genetic
algorithm is used to assess the optimal potential for the
transmission congestion management issue by taking into
consideration the factors of voltage change and contraction
of real power loss in [14]. In [15] the authors suggested a
hybrid method that combines approaches such as the gravi-
tational search algorithm (GSA) and fuzzy adaptive particle
swarm optimization (FAPSO) having better global searching
capabilities for addressing congestion challenges. In [16],
a collaboration of LMP-dependent DG is suggested for trans-
mission congestion management issues. A big challenge in

developing efficient electricity market systems is promoting
constructive interaction of distributed energy infrastructure
by customers that can be accomplished by locationalmarginal
pricing implemented in retail energy scenarios [17], [18]. The
optimum power flow (OPF) is indeed a power flow challenge
where certain factors are configured to mitigate an optimal
solution like the price of active power production including
losses. Numerous productive OPF methods have been estab-
lished such as popular reduced gradient methodology [19],
evolutionary programming [20], Newton process [21], etc.
Demand effects are assessed when a network becomes over-
loaded, and LMP increases [22]. The interface gap, LMP,
is a criterion for evaluating how congested the connected
lines are. The greater the LMP gap, the more crowded the
connection will get [23]. Using the LMP approach, network
management costs may be minimized, resulting in increased
network surplus [24]. The authors in [25] propose the use of
a distributed generator to bridge the gap between generation
and demand in terms of distributed LMP differential. Encour-
aging active involvement by consumers with distributed
energy resources (DERs), which can be achieved through
LMP applied in the wholesale electricity markets, is a funda-
mental challenge in the establishment of smart energy flow
arrangements [18], [27]. The use of decentralized generation
aids inmeeting the ever-increasing demands. The deployment
and sizing of DG units restrict network extension [28]. The
researchers in [29] used the ant lion optimization approach
to position wind turbines as DG in the electrical network,
whereas the researchers of [30] used the invasive weed opti-
mization method to tackle the same issue. The researchers
of [31], [32] employed heuristic techniques to address the
DG allocation challenge whereas [33], [34] applied meta-
heuristic techniques for the same. Both DG assignment and
network reconfiguration are handled concurrently in [35],
which is proved to be more beneficial than examining them
independently.

From the literature survey, it is observed that although the
generation side management of transmission congestion is
a well-established method, the demand side management is
becoming a vital tool in the efficient and economic manage-
ment of congestion in the transmission network. To achieve
this several optimization techniques are utilized. However,
the performance of the algorithms is based on their capabili-
ties to give optimized results considering various parameters.
In this work, for effective management of congestion along
with improvement of the performance of the power system
network in terms of power loss, power flow, and voltage
profile, a multi-objective strategy for reaching the optimal
capabilities of distributed generators (DG) alongwith optimal
rescheduling of conventional generators has been proposed.
The optimal locations for placing DG are determined by
the proposed approach of LMP and TCC. The PSO and
proposed algorithm based on PSO and modified IL-Shade
algorithms known as hybrid swarm optimization (HSO) is
finally used to evaluate the optimal size of DG to address
the concern of congestion and enhance the technological
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and economic performance of power system networks under
inspection.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Congestion is a serious concern to manage on technical and
economic aspects. Therefore, the problem is formulated to
solve the issue of congestion management along with min-
imization of losses and improvement in power flow as well
as voltage profile. The proposed methodology of LMP and
TCC is implemented to identify the optimal locations of
DG to achieve the above objectives in order to fulfill the
load demand in situations where load consumption increases.
Thereafter, optimal sizing of DG is computed by PSO and
proposed hybrid approach for solving the optimization prob-
lem. The results obtained are compared with those obtained
with PSO to show the effectiveness of the proposed tech-
nique. The proposed work is structured in the following
sections as:
• Optimal power flow modeling
• LMP
• Management of congestion in deliberation with opti-
mum capacities of DG

• Intelligent analytical approach to solve the optimization
problem.

III. MODELLING OF OPTIMAL POWER FLOW
Consider two bus networks to reflect the flow of power among
2 buses which can be seen in Figure.1. The OPF issue is for-
mulated in a deregulated context by reducing the output costs
of generators assigned under constraints of power balance and
line flow. The generated power is Si having components Sij
(flow of power among two buses) and demand power (SD).
The OPF solution is developed as:

minCi =
∑Ng

i
Fgi (1)

Complex power at for any bus can be written as:

Si = Sij + SD (2)

In the same way, real power & reactive power can be
expressed in Eq. (3) & Eq. (4)

Pgi = Pdi +
∑N

j=1
|Vi|

∣∣Vj∣∣ (Gijcosδij + Bijsinδij) (3)

For all i = 1, 2, 3 . . .N.
Here Pgi & Pdi represent generation of ith bus and real

power demand; δij = δj − δi; N represents the total number
of buses.

Qgi = Qdi +
∑N

j=1
|Vi|

∣∣Vj∣∣ (Gijcosδij + Bijsinδij) (4)

For all i = 1, 2, 3 . . .N

Pl ij ≤ Plmaxij ; ij ∈ nl (5)

Pl ij and Plmaxij are the real power flows through line i-j and
line maximum capability; nl is total no. of lines.

Pmingi ≤ Pgi ≤ Pmaxgi ; i = 1, 2 . . . ,Ng (6)

FIGURE 1. General representation of optimal power flow between two
buses.

δmini ≤ δi ≤ δ
max
i ; i = 1, 2 . . . ,N (7)

Vmin
i ≤ Vi ≤ Vmax

i ; i = 1, 2 . . . ,N (8)

Here Pmingi & Pmaxgi represent minimum & maximum capacity
of the ith generator; δi, δmini , δmaxi depicts voltage angle and
correspondingminimum&maximum limits andNg represent
a number of total generators.

The ith generator’s production function in $-h−1 is analyt-
ically represented as:

Fgi = 0.5xgiP2gi + ygiPgi + zgi (9)

Here xgi, ygi, zgi represent the coefficients of fuel cost of the
ith generator.

IV. LOCATIONAL MARGINAL PRICING (LMP)
Since LMP is defined as the total cost of supplying the
anticipated rise in energy on a single bus, bearing in mind
the variable production costs and other elements of that same
transmission network in a deregulated environment to pro-
vide the best congestion control approach. In electricity mar-
kets, different zones of distribution networks have different
requirements for the flow of power. The energy use ranges
from small to large in various areas of the network. The
primary issue is indeed the economic dimension of power
delivery in numerous zones. LMP is among the most flexi-
ble congestion control approach in the deregulated environ-
ment [36]. It offers competent, effective delivery network
solutions.

The appropriate expression of electricity production cost
minimization under the specified constraint is defined as:

n∑
i=1

Ci(Fgi) = Ci (10)

‘n’ is the number of generating units where Ci(Fgi) is elec-
tricity generating cost is formulated by:

Fgi = 0.5agi(Pgi)2 + bgi(Pi)+ cgi (11)

where agi, bgi & cgi represents the fuel coefficients of a
quadratic function.

Constraint limit on power is already discussed in
Eq. (5)-Eq (8)
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A. FORMULATION OF LMP
The optimal economical aspects of LMP at a particular bus
consist of the sum of all 3 parts namely- marginal energy
cost (MEC), loss component (LC), and congestion component
(CC) as given by Eq. (12).

LMP = MEC+ LC+ CC (12)

1) MARGINAL ENERGY COST (MEC)
It is considered to be a fixed energy cost for all the buses.

2) LOSS COMPONENT (LC)
This is a transmission line expense factor comparable with
losses in the transmission line. When withdrawal or injection
occurs at a bus, the resulting losses and their associated costs
will escalate. For any variability in generating capacity, the
optimum rate of transmission losses must be maintained.

3) CONGESTION COMPONENT (CC)
The major reasons for congestion include line breakdowns,
abrupt load rise, thermal limit contraction, and a mixture of
bi-lateral or multi-lateral activities. The cost portion of this
congestion is a unique task to manage. Congestion costs are
determined by the LMP gap between two buses and their
related power movement as shown by Eq. (13).

CCl = LMPl ∗ Pl ij where l = 1, 2, . . . nl (13)

The total TCC i.e. transmission congestion cost is devised as
given by Eq. (14):

TCC =
∑nl

L=1
LMPl ∗ Pl ij (14)

where CCl expense of congestion of a particular line;
LMPl is the difference in LMP across that particular line;
Pl ij = related line i-j power movement; nl is the total number
of lines.

V. MANAGEMENT OF CONGESTION IN DELIBERATION
WITH OPTIMUM CAPACITY OF DG
In this current work; congestion control with the improve-
ment of voltage and actual power losses are regarded as
technological considerations while the cost of the output of
both distributed and traditional generators is regarded to be
an economical consideration in achieving optimal DG unit
power. The goal of this research is to boost technological effi-
ciency together with appropriate investments in DG systems
by the way of optimal allocation of DGs. In the recommended
multi-objective strategy, weighted technological parameters
including economic parameters are concurrently regarded for
achieving the optimum sizing and placement of DG. The
multi-objective framework for optimized scaling and place-
ment of DGs is devised by integrating the technological and
economic factors with the following weighting criteria as
shown in Eq. (15):

Min Ci =
∑Ng

i=1
Fgi +

∑Ndg

i=1
Fdg,i (15)

where Fdg, i denotes the ith DG cost of production function in
($-h−1) determined through the slope xdg,i and intercept ydg,i
as given by:

Fdg,i = 0.5xdg,iP2dg,i + ydg,iPdg,i

where xdg,i = 0.25, ydg,i = 40 for a type-2 DG like wind
power plants [22].

Eq. (3) and Eq. (4) are modified to incorporate the impact
of DG as given in Eq. (16):

Pgi = Pdi +
∑N

j=1
ViVj(Gijcosδij+ Bijsinδij) (16)

For all i = 1, 2, 3 . . .N, i 6= k
Eq. (16) can be modified as Eq. (17) for a particular

kth bus.

Pgi + Pdg,k = Pdi +
∑N

j=1
i=k

ViVj (Gijcosδij+ Bijsinδij)

(17)

Also, 0 ≤ Pdg,k ≤ Pmaxdg where Pmaxdg is maximum infiltration
of the kth DG.

The transmission congestion management challenge for
DG comprises of an objective function given by Eq. (15)
subject to the constraints given by Eq. (4) to Eq. (8) and
Eq. (16) to Eq. (17).

A. TRANSMISSION CONGESTION CONTROL BY
OPTIMAL SIZING OF DG AND ENTIRE
GENERATION RESCHEDULING
The transmission congestion control is done by considering
the following main factors:

1. Factor of Transmission Congestion: Across all power
lines, the proportion of actual power passing via the line
after the positioning of DG(s) towards its line constraints is
determined, and the highest of all such ratios is called as
Factor of transmission congestion given as:

Tc = 200 max
{
Pldgij |Pl

max
ij

}
(18)

Pldgij and Plmaxij (are the real power flows through line i-j after
placement of DG and line capability.

It will be calculated for violated line limits after load
increment.

2. Voltage Profile Enhancement (VE ): It is characterized as
in Eq. (19):

VE = 200

∑N
i=1 (V

dg
i − 1)2∑N

i=1 (Vi,ALI − 1)2
(19)

V dg
i depicts voltage figure after placement of DG of ith bus

and Vi,ALI is the voltage figure of ith bus after load increment.
3. Active Power Loss (APL): It is accustomed as in Eq. (20)

APL = 200
Pdgloss
PALIloss

(20)

Pdgloss exemplify the active loss in power subsequently place-
ment of DG and PALIloss is a real loss in power after
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load increment. The aim of such a factor is to minimize the
actual loss of power throughout the channel of the electricity
grid.

4. Price Metric (PM): It is devised as in Eq. (21):

PM =

(∑Ng
i=1 Fgi +

∑Ndg
i=1 Fdg,i

)
∑Ng

i=1 Fdg,i
(21)

The PM’s key goal is to achieve the optimal capital expendi-
tures of both DGs and traditional generators at the same time.

This research aims at improving the functional capacity of
the issue of optimal allocation of DGs, alongside optimized
investments of DGs. In order to obtain the optimum sizing of
DGs, weighted technological parameters and economic fac-
tors are regarded concurrently in the current multi-objective
strategy. This multi-objective model for the optimal sizing of
DGs is derived by integrating the technological and economic
variables with weighting variables devised as in Eq. (22):

Z = w1× Tc + w2× VE + w3× APL+ w4× PM (22)

In the above equation, w1, w2, w3, w4 sites weighting factors
of the corresponding variables. The multi-objective challenge
of optimization is devised to minimize the functionality Z
subjected to constraints Eq. (4-8) and Eq. (16)-(17) & addi-
tionally one more restraint given by Eq.(23):∑4

i=1
wi = 1, wi ∈ [0, 1] (23)

The test setup of the IEEE standard 30 bus system is selected
for analyzing the performance of the deregulated system. The
system base is 100MVA. The six conventional generators are
located at bus locations 1, 2, 13, 22, 23 and 27 of ratings
G1 = 80 MW, G2 = 80 MW, G3 = 40 MW, G4 = 50 MW,
G5 = 30MW, and G6 = 55 MW. These generators are ini-
tially producing 23.54 MW, 60.97 MW, 37 MW, 21.59 MW,
19.2MW&26.91MW for existing loading conditions. In this
research work, the optimal rescheduling of generations in the
presence of DGs for transmission congestion management is
proposed. Congestion is created in the network by increasing
the demand by 100% throughout the network. The optimal
locations of DGs are obtained using transmission congestion
cost (TCC) given by Eq. (24). The locations are obtained
by calculating the TCC in the base case so that the optimal
locations remain the same irrespective of loading conditions
because it is practically infeasible to shift the locations of
DGs at different loading conditions. The optimal size of
DGs and the optimal generations from the generators are
calculated using both by PSO and a new technique which
is combining features of Modified IL-SHADE and PSO-
based hybrid optimization. Initially, we removed the line limit
constraints from the lines so that any amount of power can
be transferred through the transmission corridors. When the
load increases in the network, the power flow through many
lines exceeds the original line limit. Our objective through
generation rescheduling in the presence of DG is to remove
the violations by penetrating minimum DG into the network.

TCCL = |LMPL | ∗
∣∣Pl ij∣∣ = ∣∣LMPi − LMPj∣∣ ∗ ∣∣Pl ij∣∣ (24)

where LMPL is the absolute LMP difference in branch L
connecting node i and node j. Pl ij is the absolute power flow
in branch L.

The fitness function to be evaluated is given by Eq. (15)
subjected to an additional constraint given by equation
(25) along with the constraint presented by equation (4) to
equation (8) and equation (16)- equation (17).

Pldgij ≤ Pl
max
ij (25)

where Pldgij is the power flow after DG placement & Plmaxij is
the maximum line limit from bus i to j.

VI. INTELLIGENT ANALYTICAL APPROACH
A. PERFORMANCE OF IEEE 30-BUS SYSTEM UNDER PSO
AND EVOLUTION OF HYBRID SWARM OPTIMIZATION
(HSO) APPROACH
The performance of 30 bus system IEEE [37] is checked
under PSO. The typical diagram of the 30 IEEE bus sys-
tem is shown in Figure. 2. The internal parameters of IEEE
30-bus systems are shown in Table.1. This evolutionary
computational methodology has been contemplated as it
is having broad applicability in finding solutions to issues
that entail non-differentiability, non-linearity, and numerous
optima. PSO is centered on a swarm-a group of ‘‘particles,’’
the solutions and alternative courses of action-the concur-
rent exploring of the quest space. In this algorithm, likely
solutions known as particles float about a multi-dimensional
problem field. The particle population can be defined as a
swarm. Every particle in a cluster flight to an optimal or
quasi-optimum solution in the searching region, depending
on one’s own expertise, neighboring particle perspective, and
also the global best location amongst these particles in the
flock. Throughout the swarm, the particles are iteratively
modified in accordance with the equation given by Eq. (26)
and Eq. (27).

vj+1pd = u× vjpd + c1 × Rand1 × (pBest,pd − x tpd )

+ c2 × Rand2 × (gBest − x tpd ) (26)

Z j+1pd = Z jpd + v
j+1
pd (27)

where vp = (vp1, vp2, . . . vpd ) represent the vector velocity
and Zp = (Zp1,Zp2 . . . Zpd ) represent the vector location
of pth particle. FBest is the best solution and the dimensions
correlated with the best solution become pBest .
In each and every iteration, the best prior locations

of the particles are reported in pBest = (pBest,p1,
pBest,p2 . . . pBest,pd). The total best value, as well as its cor-
responding coordinates, are stored by PSO called gBest .
Throughout each stage approaching pBest and gBest , the opti-
mization process reviews the velocity as well as the location
of the particle to select the finest solution. The other variables
like c1, c2 denote acceleration constant, u depicts vector
weight of inertia and Rand1 & Rand2 are randomly selected
values between 0 & 1.
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FIGURE 2. IEEE 30 bus configuration [37].

The vector weight of inertia is calculated as in Eq. (28):

u = umax −
umax − umin
Niter,max

× Niter (28)

In the above equation, umax(0.9) & umin (0.5) is max and min
value of weighing inertia andNiter ,Niter,max represent a count
of iterations and maximum no. of iterations.

An updated version for resolving single objective computa-
tion of real parameters is provided in this segment. We’ll call
the algorithm hybrid swarm optimization. It is the expanded
IL-SHADE variant [38]. Actually, IL-SHADE & L-SHADE
implements DE-current to pbest-1 mutation methodology for
the generation of testing vector as represented in Eq. (29).

Evi,j = Exi,j + EF
(
Expbest,g − Exi,g

)
+ EF

(
Exr1,g − Exr2,g

)
(29)

whereas PSO utilizes a contemporary weighted form
attributed to mutation approach is known as DE-current to
pbest-w-1 given as in Eq. (30):

Evi,j = Exi,j + Fw
(
Expbest,g − Exi,g

)
+ EF

(
Exr1,g − Exr2,g

)
(30)

The parameter Fw is modified by Eq. (31):

Fw=

0.7× F, itertaion current<0.2× iteration max
0.8× F, itertaion current<0.4× iteration max
1.2× F, othwerwise


(31)

The altered equation for mutation is now given as in Eq. (32):

Evi = Exi + Fw (gBest − Exi)+ EF
(
pBestr1 − pBestr2

)
(32)

In the above equation, r1 & r2 represent two arbitrary num-
bers between 1 and population size but r1 6= r2 6= i.
The complete process is explained through a flowchart
in Figure.3.

B. PERFORMANCE OF IEEE 30- SYSTEM UNDER HYBRID
SWARM OPTIMIZATION
1) CROSSOVER
For the next exercise named as crossover, Evi,g a mutant vector
has been created by the mutation approach. The binomial
type of crossover is extensively implemented in DE and the
alternative is exponential.

The binomial type generates a trial vector, Eui,g given as in
Eq. (33):

Eui,g =
{
Evi,j,g, if Rand (0, 1) ≤ CR or j = jRand ,
xi,j,g, othwerwise

}
(33)

for i= 1, 2, . . . ,NP& j= 1, 2, . . . ,D and CR ∈ [0, 1] repre-
sents parameter of crossover & represents the anticipation of
building a test vector against mutant vector. If the composing
part of mutant vector has not been chosen, then it must be
taken from father vector xi,g.
Arbitrarily selected indicator jRand ∈ (1, 2, . . . ,NP) is

answerable for the test vector to accommodate at least one
integral part of the mutant vector. If any of the test vector
parameters seem to be out of boundaries, the mechanism of
repeat is introduced.

2) SELECTION
The test vector is assessed after the crossover operation; then
an objective function f (ui,g) is determined.
The selection procedure then contrasts two maps, the pop-

ulation vector according to their objective function values,
Exi,j and its related test vector, Eui,j . The superior vector will
be constituting a member of a later generation. The strat-
egy of selection for a minimal optimal problem is given as
in Eq. (34):

Exi,g+1 =

{
−→ug , if f (

−−→
ui,g) ≤ f (

−→xi,g)
−→xi,g, otherwise.

}
(34)

This approach of selection is highly applicable for DE.
The complete process is explained through a flowchart
in Figure.4.

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. DETERMINATION OF OPTIMAL LOCATION FOR
PLACEMENT OF DG
The following steps are considered for checking the techni-
cal & economical aspects and for congestion management of
the deregulated system. Throughout the network, congestion
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FIGURE 3. Methodology for determining optimum sizing of DG by PSO.

is generated by increasing demand by 100%, and then the
following procedure is adopted.

1) Calculation of LMP at every bus.
2) The TCC of all branches is calculated and sorted in

descending order. The candidate locations are obtained by
first selecting the most congested line, and then the node of
this line having the higher LMP is the first optimal location
while the node having lower LMP will be the second optimal
location for placement of DG. The second most congested
line will give the 3rd and 4th optimal locations and so on.
Table 1 shows the calculated values of TCC and LMP

at different bus locations on the basis of the procedure as
described earlier. On analyzing the table, it can be easily
determined that optimal locations for placement of DG are
buses no. 8, 6, 28, and 3 on the basis of the value of TCC
as shown in Table 1; the higher the value of TCC, the more
congested the line connecting buses and hence the most opti-
mal location for the placement of DG as we have decided to
integrate four DG with the existing power system network as
per load requirements.

FIGURE 4. Methodology for determining the optimal size of DG by hybrid
technique.

B. DETERMINATION OF OPTIMAL SIZE OF DG FOR
CONGESTION MANAGEMENT
After determination of optimal locations for placement of DG
based on TCC and LMP; estimation of optimum sizing of
DG is done both by PSO and hybrid approach which will be
discussed in one by one in the next sections.

1) PSO METHODOLOGY FOR OPTIMAL SIZING OF DG
On the basis of the suggested PSO method, the optimum
potential of DGs is achieved and the results are verified on
IEEE 30 bus topology. The controlling parameters are as
follows: Population Size = 30; Maximum Iteration = 100;
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TABLE 1. LMP values and TCC values at different bus locations for
IEEE-30 bus.

c1 = 2.5; c2 = 2.5; umax = 0.9 & umin = 0.5. The
optimal power flow solution has been done by MATPOWER
[39], [40] for total 51 rounds; each round consisting of
100 iterations extensively. The best results are obtained in
round 26; samples of which are tabulated as in Table 2:

2) HYBRID SWARM OPTIMIZATION APPROACH FOR
DETERMINATION OF OPTIMUM SIZING OF DG
Now, for effective congestion management and to determine
the optimal capacity of DG, this hybrid approach as discussed
earlier is proposed and the results are verified successfully
on IEEE 30 bus configuration. The controlling variables are
described as: Population Size= 30;Maximum Iteration= 30;
F = 0.8; Cr = 0.7, w = 1; damp = 0.99. The optimal
power flow solution has been determined by MATPOWER

TABLE 2. OPF for IEEE 30 bus system for round 26 under PSO.

TABLE 3. Lines violating the power flow limit after load increment and
power flow improvement after placement of DG for IEEE-30 under PSO.

TABLE 4. Optimal scheduling of generators by PSO for efficient
congestion management for IEEE-30 bus under PSO.

for 51 rounds; each round consisting of 100 iterations. The
best results are obtained in round 28; samples of which are
given in Table 7.

C. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF IEEE-57 BUS SETUP
UNDER PSO & HSO
The test setup of the IEEE-57 bus is selected for evaluating the
performance of the deregulated system as given in Figure 7.
The system base is 100MVA. The seven conventional genera-
tors are located at bus locations 1, 2, 3, 6, 8,9 and 12 of ratings
G1 = 575.88 MW, G2 = 100 MW, G3 = 140 MW, G4 =
100 MW, G5 = 550 MW, G6 = 100 MW & G7 = 410 MW.
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TABLE 5. Optimal sizing of DG by PSO for placement at optimal locations
of buses for effective management of congested lines for IEEE-30 bus.

TABLE 6. Power loss in base case, after load increment and after
placement of DG for IEEE-30 bus under PSO.

FIGURE 5. Enhancement of voltage profile after placement of DG for IEEE
30 bus setup under PSO.

These generators are initially producing 128.9 MW, 0 MW,
40 MW, 0 MW,450 MW, 0 MW & 310 MW for existing
loading conditions. The loading conditions are increased by
100% throughout the network. Firstly, the optimal locations
for placement of DG are determined as per the method dis-
cussed in section VII-A.

From Table.14; It can be analyzed that optimal locations
for the location of DG based on TCC are buses no. 29, 7,
54 & 55.

1) EVALUATION UNDER PSO METHODOLOGY FOR
IEEE-57 BUS SETUP
For the evaluation of the proposed methodology of PSO as
discussed in section 6.1 and section 7.2.1 on IEEE-57 setup,
OPF was determined by MATPOWER for 51 rounds; each
round consisting of 100 iterations. The best OPF results are

TABLE 7. OPF for IEEE 30 bus system under HSO approach for round 28.

TABLE 8. Lines violating the power flow limit after load increment and
power flow improvement after placement of DG in IEEE-30 bus
under HSO.

TABLE 9. Optimal scheduling of generators under HSO approach for
efficient congestion management in IEEE-30 bus.

TABLE 10. Optimal sizing of DG by HSO for placement at optimal
locations of buses for effective management of congested lines in
IEEE-30 bus.

obtained in round 42; samples of which are given in Table 15.
In this; the MVA limit of all branches is set to zero except
branch 41 connecting bus 7 to bus 29. The line limit lim-
itations were eliminated, allowing any amount of power to
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TABLE 11. Power loss during the base case, after load increment, and
after placement of DG under HSO in IEEE-30 bus.

TABLE 12. Comparison of total power loss after placement of DG in
IEEE-30 bus.

TABLE 13. Comparison of effective total cumulative DG size for
management of congestion in IEEE-30 bus.

FIGURE 6. Enhancement of voltage profile after placement of DG for IEEE
30 bus setup by HSO.

be transmitted over the transmission corridors. So when the
network’s load rises, the power flow across numerous lines
exceeds the line’s original capacity. Our goal with generation
rescheduling in the presence of DG is to eliminate violations
by introducing as minimum DG as possible into the network.

2) EVALUATION UNDER HSO METHODOLOGY FOR
IEEE-57 BUS SETUP
The proposed methodology of HSO as discussed in
section VI-B & determination of the optimal location of DG
as discussed in section VII has been tested on IEEE-57 setup;

TABLE 14. LMP and TCC values for IEEE57-bus system.

the best results are obtained in round 18which are represented
in Table.20.

3) COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT PARAMETERS FOR
IEEE-30 & IEEE-57 BUS SET-UP FOR TRANSMISSION
CONGESTION REGULATION
The comparison of the various results obtained with the
PSO and HSO is illustrated with the help of Figure 10 to
Figure 14. Figure.10 shows the factor of transmission con-
gestion for IEEE-30 bus and IEEE-57 bus systems using PSO
and HSO algorithms. Similarly, voltage profile improvement,
active power loss reduction, price metric (PM) reduction, and
functionality Z comparison using HSO in comparison with
PSO for IEEE-30 bus and IEEE-57 are shown in Figure 11,
Figure 12, Figure 13, and Figure 14, respectively.

4) DESCRIPTION OF RESULTS
Congestion can be generated in the network by rising demand
across the entire network by a 100 percent increase in loading
conditions which may be the due expansion of infrastruc-
ture and development activities. Using the TCC and LMP
approach; the optimal locations for placement of Distributed
Generators come out to be bus numbers 8, 6, 28, and 3 for
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TABLE 15. OPF for IEEE-57 bus under PSO.

TABLE 16. Lines violating the power flow limit after load increment and
power flow improvement after placement of DG for IEEE-57 setup under
PSO.

TABLE 17. Optimal scheduling of generators for IEEE-57 for efficient
congestion management under PSO.

TABLE 18. Optimal size of DG by PSO in IEEE-57 bus.

IEEE 30 bus and buses no. 29, 7, 54, and 55 for the IEEE-57
bus system. The next challenge is an optimal rescheduling
of conventional generators and optimum DG sizing in the
most efficient manner to alleviate congestion in lines and

FIGURE 7. IEEE 57 bus setup [41].

FIGURE 8. Voltage profile enhancement after placement of DG in IEEE-57
bus under PSO.

TABLE 19. Power loss reduction after placement of DG in IEEE-57 bus
under PSO.

simultaneously minimize the real power loss and voltage pro-
file enhancement of the network after an increase in loading
conditions. The optimal power flow solution of the IEEE
30 bus and IEEE 57 bus system is shown in Table 2 and
Table. 15 which shows the power flow in various lines for
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TABLE 20. OPF for IEEE-57 bus under HSO.

TABLE 21. Lines violating the power flow limit after load increment and
power flow improvement after placement of DG for IEEE-57 setup
under HSO.

TABLE 22. Optimal scheduling of generators for IEEE-57 for efficient
congestion management under HSO.

the base case, after load increment and after placement of
optimum sized DG implementing PSO which clearly shows
that improvement in power flow alleviates congestion plus
rendering scope for further accommodation of load as per
requirements.

TABLE 23. Optimal size of DG by HSO in IEEE-57 bus.

FIGURE 9. Voltage profile enhancement after placement of DG under HSO
in IEEE-57 bus.

TABLE 24. Power loss reduction after placement of DG in IEEE-57 setup
under HSO.

TABLE 25. Comparison of total power loss after placement of DG for
IEEE-57 setup.

TABLE 26. Comparison of effective total DG size for management of
congestion for IEEE-57 setup.

Table.3 and Table.16 show lines violating the power flow
limit after load increment and effective power flow manage-
ment after placement of DG implementing PSO for IEEE-30
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FIGURE 10. Comparison of factor of transmission congestion.

FIGURE 11. Comparison of voltage profile enhancement.

FIGURE 12. Comparison of active power loss.

and 57 bus systems. Table 4 and Table 17 show the Optimal
Scheduling of Generators by PSO for Efficient Congestion
Management. Table 5 and Table.18 show the Optimal Sizing
of DG by PSO for placement at optimal locations of buses
for effective management of congested Lines for the two
networks. Table 6 & Table.19 shows total power loss in lines
in the base case, after load increment and after placement of
optimal sixed DG which gets effectively reduced by imple-
menting PSO methodology. Figure.5 & Figure.8 shows the
voltage profile of buses in the base case, after load increment,
and after placement of DG resulting in improvement in the
profile of voltage by optimal positioning & sizing of DG

FIGURE 13. Comparison of Price Metric (PM).

FIGURE 14. Functionality Z comparison for PSO & HSO.

implementing PSO for IEEE-30 and IEEE-57 bus systems.
Table.7 and Table.20 show the optimal power flow solution
for IEEE 30 and IEEE-57 bus Systems which clearly shows
improvement in power transmission capability of lines fol-
lowing load increment and after placement of optimal sized
DG using the Hybrid swarm optimization Approach. Table.8
and Table.21 show lines violating the power flow limit after
load increment and power flow management after placement
of optimally sized DG under HSO for the two networks under
consideration rendering further scope of addition of new load
if required. Table.9 and Table.22 present optimal Scheduling
of generators by a Hybrid Approach for efficient congestion
management. Table 10 and Table.23 give the Optimal Sizing
of DG by Hybrid Approach for placement at optimal loca-
tions of buses for IEEE-30 and IEEE-57 buses for effective
management of congested lines. Table.11 and Table.24 show
the total power loss of lines during the base case, after load
increment, and after the placement of DG implementing the
Hybrid methodology. Figure.6 and Figure.9 represent the
voltage profile in the base case; after load increment and
after placement of DG using the Hybrid Approach leading to
enhancement in voltage profile. The comparison of different
parameters like total power loss reduction and selection of
optimal DG size between hybrid approach and PSO is shown
in Table.12 & Table.13 for IEEE-30 bus and in Table.25 &
Table.26 for IEEE-57 bus systems. Although both PSO and
HSO provide significant improvement for both systems, the
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FIGURE 15. Convergence characteristic for IEEE 30 bus system.

FIGURE 16. Convergence characteristic for IEEE 57 bus system.

HSO outplays the PSO in terms of reduction of power loss
and also in terms of determining optimal cumulative DG size
for effective congestion management. Also, from Figure.10
to Figure. 14; it can be analyzed that HSO performs better
than PSO in order to improve the technological and economic
performance of the two networks under consideration. The
performance of the HSO is also compared with PSO in terms
of its ability to converge for the fitness function. The con-
vergence characteristics of PSO and HSO for IEEE-30 and
IEEE-57 bus systems are shown in Figure.15 and Figure.16
respectively. From both the figures, it can be revealed that
the HSO algorithm converges more rapidly than the PSO
algorithm for both systems. For the IEEE-30 bus system, the
HSO converges in 27 iterations while the PSO converges in
58 iterations. Similarly, for the IEEE-57-bus system, the HSO
converges in 35 iterations while PSO converges in 51 itera-
tions. Also, HSO gives a more optimized value of the fitness
function as compared to PSO for both systems.

VIII. CONCLUSION
This article shows a congestion management methodology
based on utilizing the optimal capabilities of distributed
generators. TCC based on LMP is used for finding the
optimal location for the placement of DG. The article also
proposed a new algorithm called hybrid swarm optimiza-
tion (HSO) demonstrating the efficacy of the implemented
currently pbest-r mutation methodology in HSO which sim-
ply selects more favorable solutions with a higher proba-

bility for the determination of optimal sizing of DG along
with optimal rescheduling of conventional generators and
compared the results with PSO algorithm which is already
a well-established state of art methodology in optimization
techniques compared to other existing techniques in the lit-
erature. The results obtained show that the proposed hybrid
technique of HSO is far more effective in alleviating conges-
tion throughout the network during overloading conditions
by efficiently determining the size of DG in comparison to
PSO. Also, the scope for the accommodation of future load
in case of expansion activities along with improvement in
power flow, minimization of line losses, and voltage profile
improvement utilizing optimal capabilities of DG is estimated
effectively. In addition to achieving optimal congestion man-
agement in terms of the economy of the system apart from
technological aspects, it is revealed from the results that HSO
gives better performance in terms of minimization of line
losses and estimation of cumulative DG size as compared to
PSO to fulfill the load demand. Thus, the alleviation of con-
gestion throughout the network is achieved with the proposed
algorithm effectively with enhancement in technological and
economic performancewhich leads tominimization in invest-
ment expenditure in comparison to PSO.
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